
Metropolitan Borough of Sefton

CHIEF OFFICER’S DECISION
(Record of decisions taken in accordance with delegated powers)

Decision Made By: Head of Strategic Support
Date of Decision:
Subject Matter: Corporate Print Framework
Cabinet Portfolio: Regulatory, Compliance & Corporate Services

Background

A Contract was awarded from 1 April 2018 to deliver a Corporate Print Framework for a 
core period of 12 months with an option to extend for a further 12 month period. This 
framework has provided printing solutions to Sefton Council services in a co-ordinated, 
consistent, efficient and cost effective manner.  The Contract included seven different 
suppliers across three different lots (General Print / Specialist Print / Promotional Items). A 
recent review of the programme has shown that over 95% over print jobs ordered through 
the framework have been requested through lot 1 (General Print). Consideration has been 
given to a possible extension of the existing Contract however, as the requirements of the 
Council have changed during the Core period it would appear to be more beneficial to re 
visit the market with a specification that suits the changing needs of the Council.

Recommendation 

Approval is sought for a procurement to commence, to be published on The Chest. This 
open process will revisit the market place and invite quotations across a more generalised 
print matrix to reflect the changes in requirement.

The Basis of Evaluation will be MEAT (Most Economically Advantageous Tender) taking 
into consideration a balance between Quality and Cost.

Request is also made that authority be delegated to a nominated officer, in this instance 
Marketing Intelligence Manager , to approve the resulting post procurement contract 
award.

Financial Implications

It is estimated that the total amount spent by the Council on print activity is in the region 
£25k per annum. It is estimated that this procurement will lead to a saving of 10%.

Legal Implications:

na

Decision Approved by the Head of Service:

Decision Note Prepared By Andrew  Hebdidge
Telephone Number 0151 934 3875
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